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The state of the art in Collaborative DesignMohamed Masmoudi y Didier Auroux z Yogesh Parte �AbstractThe goal of this paper is to present and discuss main contributions in MultiDisciplinary Optimiza-tion (MDO) or collaborative design. The goal of MDO is to de�ne a methodology for disciplinesinteraction with the aim of solving a global design problem. In MDO, most of the authors considertwo types of parameters, public (shared by disciplines) parameters, and private ones. In this paper,we �rst focus our interest on the de�nition, creation and use of public parameters. We give then anoverview of most classical MDO approaches. Finally, we present another way to deal with MDOproblems, based on game theory. Various examples are given in the following.Key Words: Multidisciplinary optimization, collaborative design, game theory.1 IntroductionThe goal of this paper is to present and discussmost signi�cant contributions in Multi-DisciplinaryOptimization (MDO).The name multidisciplinary optimization is oftentaken literally. We prefer to call it collaborative de-sign. Indeed, the optimization tool is only one partwhich cannot be separated from the total design pro-cess. Moreover, the goal is not to create an automaticdesign process based on optimization algorithms butto allow easy interaction between teams from di�er-ent disciplines.The common point between the di�erent publica-tions is to consider two types of design parameters,public parameters (shared by disciplines) and privateparameters (speci�c to the given discipline). Unlikemost contributions, we consider only public parame-ters in this paper. We assume that for a given choiceof public parameters, private parameters are �xed byeach discipline at their optimal value.The de�nition of public parameters and their rangeof validity are big issues in MDO. Generally, the �-nal design depends strongly on the set of valid pa-rameters. For example, for the design of a wing, astructural analysis team usually hopes to increase the

thickness and the hope of CFD (Computational FluidDynamics) team is to decrease it. Parameterizationis a way to help teams to �nd a compromise. Onlyfew papers point out the role of parametric de�nition.Shape parameters are quite diÆcult to handle. En-gineers usually create parameters on dead meshes.Unfortunately, each discipline has its own mesh: in-side the structure for structural analysis, on its sur-face for acoustic, and outside it for CFD. For thesereasons, we have to de�ne discipline independent pa-rameterized shapes.Nowadays standard CAD (Computer AidedDesign) codes provide parameterization facilities tak-ing into account bounds and other types of con-straints. Shape de�nition by CAD is an excellent wayto facilitate interaction between design teams. Unfor-tunately, this is not the case for engineering teams.CAD codes do not o�er mesh parameterization facil-ities. Using CAD environment, it is only possible tobuild a new mesh for a given choice of design param-eters. This way of generating meshes is not suitablefor optimal shape design. Generally, the numericalerror due to the change in topology of the mesh istoo high compared to the information to be calculat-ed (the di�erence between very close responses).Multidisciplinary design is generally performed us-



2 Mohamed Masmoudi Didier Auroux and Yogesh Parteing a platform allowing the interaction between anal-ysis softwares and optimization toolboxes. The wide-ly known softwares are iSight, Dakota, Optimus(from LMS) and Boss Quatro [64, 65, 58, 2]. Theseenvironments also support \black box" applications.The language PEARL for �le parsing is commonlyused.Considering these points, the paper is organizedas follows. In section 2, we discuss the parameterde�nition problem. Most classical MDO approachesare presented in section 3. The application of gametheory is a recent contribution of J. P�eriaux et al. toMDO. It will be presented in section 4. In section5 we give a brief survey of very recent developmentsand alternative approaches for MDO.2 De�nition of parameters2.1 Public parametersIn a multidisciplinary context, the choice of theparameters can lead to many negotiations betweenteams. The de�nition or choice of parameters is itselfa design step, and the �nal result strongly dependson it.In our opinion, the de�nition of parameters is amajor issue in the collaborative design. Despite tech-nological developments, this problem remains diÆ-cult. It cannot be de�ned in a design department(e.g. CAD department). It is the a�air of engineer-ing department; and generally the �rst simulationscarried out on the product allow parameter de�ni-tion in a relevant way.yLaboratoire MIP, Universit�e Paul SabatierToulouse 3, 31062 Toulouse Cedex 9, France -masmoudi@mip.ups-tlse.frzLaboratoire MIP, Universit�e Paul Sabatier Toulouse 3,31062 Toulouse Cedex 9, France - auroux@mip.ups-tlse.fr�Laboratoire MIP, Universit�e Paul Sabatier Toulouse 3,31062 Toulouse Cedex 9, France - parte@mip.ups-tlse.frcMohamed Masmoudi Didier Auroux & Yogesh ParteSAROD-2005Published in 2005 by Tata McGraw-Hill

2.2 Private parametersIf we consider a wing, the number of ribs, their posi-tions and their sizes may only interest the engineer incharge of structural analysis. One calls them privateparameters.For a given choice of public parameters, the struc-ture engineering department should carry out com-putations with an optimal con�guration of privateparameters. This idea is considered in most papers.2.3 De�nition of public parametersIf one considers the signi�cant case of shape optimiza-tion, the number of parameters are in�nite. In prac-tice, one can work with a large number of parameters:all the nodes of the mesh are design parameters. Inthis case, it is possible to �nd the optimal solution(of the optimization problem), but not the optimaldesign. The design criteria like aesthetic and manu-facturability are diÆcult to describe and they are nottaken into account by the optimization problem. Byreducing the number of design parameters we reducethe probability of unacceptable solutions.However, an optimization process involving a largenumber of parameters can have at least two applica-tions:� The optimization process may compute an un-expected form and one might realize afterwardthat the computed form is far from being unin-teresting, despite some unsatis�ed criteria.� In the development step, the computation of thesensitivity with respect to all degrees of freedomof the problem (using adjoint methods) makes itpossible to �nd the most sensitive regions and tocreate more appropriate parameters.It is clear that in a multidisciplinary context, onecan only work with a limited number of parameters.2.3.1 Adjoint methodsAdjoint methods are an excellent way to de�ne pa-rameters. The criteria of the various disciplines canbe combined in only one criterion in order to have acommon gradient. The distribution of the gradient



Collaborative design 3on the surface of the initial design indicates moresensitive parts of the shape. One can also compute agradient for each criterion. Each gradient, de�ned onthe surface, can be considered as a basic perturbationfunction.In [72] the authors determine the signi�cant pa-rameters by considering an hierarchical approach. Amethod based on control volumes is presented in thenext section.For the de�nition of adjoint, we refer to [16, 50, 32].Automatic di�erentiation methods could be used foradjoint code generation [24, 23, 22, 50, 55, 56, 63, 70,71, 78].2.3.2 Engineering knowledgeThe second approach is based on engineering knowl-edge about the dimensioning parameters of a shape.This is, for example, the case of the so called aero-functions like functions controlling the curvature ofthe leading edge of a wing.These two approaches (adjoint methods and engi-neering knowledge) are complementary.2.4 Creation of parameters2.4.1 OverviewIn the 90's, commercial CAD softwares proposed fa-cilities allowing the parameterization of shapes undersome constraints. These constraints can directly ap-pear as mathematical equations connecting one setof parameters to others (imposed surface or volume).They can also be of geometrical nature: orthogonal-ity, parallelism, etc.These new tools are still not used, inspite of incen-tive policy of many companies for the use of CADparameterization facilities. The reason being� They are diÆcult to implement: It is not so easyto implement simultaneously an in�nite numberof shapes whereas it is already diÆcult to drawa �xed geometry.� The technical communications often rely onCAD within a company. However, there is nostandard format allowing parameterized geome-try transfer between di�erent software.

Other concerns appear in the particular contextof collaborative design. The relevant parameters arenot a priori known and CAD parameters may not besuitable.Engineers generally don't use the CAD facilities forthe creation of parameters. They used to make someperturbations of the dead mesh.2.4.2 Control volumesWe propose in this section an idea that meets theneeds of engineers. In what follows, we will work ona dead mesh.We present a method based on the volume trans-formations. It consists in associating a parameterizedvolume to the mesh. The mesh nodes undergo thesame perturbations as the points of the volume (seeparagraph Mesh perturbation).The bivariate NURBS (Non Uniform Rational B-Splines) are a standard way for surface representa-tion. One can imagine NURBS depending on threevariables (u; v; w) for the de�nition of volumes. Theperturbation of the control points of the NURBSleads to a natural mesh perturbation.One can use hexahedral �nite elements as NURBSof degree 1 or 2. These elements are generally im-plemented in the computational part of most CADsoftware.The major advantage of these methods is to createa regular mesh perturbation inside each volume.Mesh perturbation The use of NURBS or �niteelements both require an explicit function, which ateach point (u; v; w) of the reference cube (0 � u � 1,0 � v � 1, 0 � w � 1) associates a point (x; y; z) ofthe control volume (see Fig. 1), where0@ x(u; v; w)y(u; v; w)z(u; v; w) 1A =XPi(u; v; w)0@ xiyizi 1A (1)and where (xi; yi; zi) are the control points of thecontrol volume.How to build a perturbation of the mesh? Let usdenote by (x0i ; y0i ; z0i ) the coordinates of the controlpoints before the perturbation, and (x1i ; y1i ; z1i ) the



4 Mohamed Masmoudi Didier Auroux and Yogesh Partecoordinates of these points after the perturbation.Let (x0; y0; z0) be a mesh node before perturbation.We �rst compute the triplet (u0; v0; w0) such that0@ x0y0z0 1A =XPi(u0; v0; w0)0@ x0iy0iz0i 1A : (2)The coordinates of this point after perturbation aregiven by0@ x1y1z1 1A =XPi(u0; v0; w0)0@ x1iy1iz1i 1A : (3)One should solve the system of the three equations(2) and �nd the three unknowns at each node of theinitial mesh. This operation should be done only oncefor all perturbations.Perturbation of the external mesh In theacoustic or electromagnetic �eld analysis, only thestructure's surface is meshed. In this case, the pro-cess described in the previous paragraph makes itpossible to perturb the surface nodes which are byde�nition inside the control volume.Aerodynamic phenomena are often studied outsidethe structure. In this case, the greatest part of themesh is outside the control volume.We propose to use the control volume techniquefor the computation of the perturbations of the meshsurface, and to use traditional methods for the com-putation of the volume perturbations. There are sev-eral methods of mesh propagation.2.4.3 Mesh propagationIn the case of an external mesh, if the parameter isde�ned by a surface perturbation, one needs to prop-agate the perturbation of the surface to the neigh-bouring mesh.Elasticity methods The edge perturbation is con-sidered as an imposed displacement. Inside the do-main, one solves a linear elasticity problem. In gen-eral, sti�ness is an increasing function of the elementvolume. We use the current mesh as a support forthe computation.

Integral methods Let us denote by F (x) the im-age of a point x. We assume that F (x) is known forall points x of the edge. The displacement of an in-ternal point is weighted by the inverse of its distancefrom the surface:F (x) =  Z@
r0 F (x0)kx� x0kdx0! = Z@
r0 1kx� x0kdx0! :(4)This integral may be computed by using the �niteelements mesh.2.5 Application to a wingWe now consider a wing whose parameters are thethickness, the twist, the arrow (see Fig. 2), the bend,and the inection. (see Fig. 6 and 7).In this case, we will naturally use the methodsbased on control volumes.A thickness modi�cation simply consists in a ver-tical perturbation of the control points of face A (seeFig. 1 and 3). The twist consists in a rigid rotationof face B (see Fig. 1 and 4). The arrow modi�cationconsists in a rigid translation of face B (see Fig. 1and 5).Naturally, one can imagine a �nite element of de-gree 2 if we have to modify the bend of the aerofoilor the inection of the wing. One can see in �gure 6a �nite element of order two in the direction corre-sponding to the bend, and in �gure 7 another �niteelement of order two in the direction correspondingto the inection.One can see on �gure 8 the engine displacementalong the wing. Blocks B1 and B3 follow the dis-placement induced by the control points of block B2.If the leading edge and the tailing edge were parallel,one could only consider rigid displacements of thisblock. If we want to take into account the angle be-tween these two edges, we have to force the controlpoints of B2 to remain on the edge.
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Figure 1: Reference cube (left) and initial hexahedralelement with its 8 control points (right).

Figure 2: Wing parameters.

Figure 3: Modi�cation of the wing thickness using a�nite element of degree one in each direction.

Figure 4: Modi�cation of the aerofoil twist using a�nite element of degree one in each direction.

Figure 5: Modi�cation of the arrow using a �niteelement of degree one in each direction.

Figure 6: Modi�cation of the bend using a �nite el-ement of second order in one direction and of degreeone in the two other directions.
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Figure 7: Modi�cation of the inection using a �niteelement of second order in one direction and of degreeone in the two other directions.

Figure 8: Engine displacement. The arrows cor-respond to the degrees of freedom of the di�erentpoints, the other points are �xed.

3 Several collaborative designmethodsIn order to simplify this presentation, we limit our-selves to two disciplines and the private parametersare hidden by each discipline. The state equationsare given in an explicit forma1 = A1(x; a2) (5)a2 = A2(x; a1) (6)where x represents public design parameters. We as-sume that one forgets the state, and we only takecare about the output. We denote by ai the outputof discipline i. In the �rst equation, a2 (resp. a1)corresponds to the contribution of discipline 2 (resp.1) in the computation of a1 (resp. a2).We want to solve the following optimization prob-lem minx f(x; a1(x); a2(x)):g(x; a1(x); a2(x)) � 0 (7)In this presentation we do not consider disciplinaryinternal constraints; they should be implicitly takeninto account by the state equations.3.1 The MDA (Multi-DisciplinaryAnalysis) methodsIn each iteration of the optimization algorithm, thestate equations are assumed to be satis�ed [3]. This isthe most natural method in which each discipline pro-vides some analysis services and possibly some gra-dient computations.3.2 The AAO (All-At-Once) methodThe AAO method is also the so-called \one shot",SAND or SAD (Simultaneous Analysis and Design)method [15, 4, 30]. One solves simultaneously thestate equations and the optimization problem. Con-trary to the MDA method, the state equations arenot supposed to be satis�ed at each step of the opti-mization algorithm, but they are satis�ed when theconvergence is achieved. The state equations are in-deed considered as equality constraints.



Collaborative design 7This method is really eÆcient, but it can bediÆcult to obtain its convergence when some of thestate equations are strongly nonlinear. Even in amonodisciplinary context, the convergence is not al-ways achieved.3.3 The DAO (Disciplinary AnalysisOptimization) methodIn the DAO method [2, 4], the optimization is nomore performed by the disciplines. However, eachdiscipline may change the parameters in order to ob-tain an admissible point. We previously assumed thatthe private constraints are part of the state equations.The private parameters are generally used to satisfythese constraints, but there may not exist any vectorx, representing the public variables, i.e. solution ofthe problem. This is why one usually relaxes x. Eachdiscipline chooses its own zi in order to satisfy its pri-vate constraints. When the convergence is achieved,the three zi are equal if we add three constraints inthe optimization problem:minx fDAO(x; b1; b2)g(z0; b1; b2) � 0b1 = a1(z1; b2);b2 = a2(z1; b1);z0 = xz1 = xz2 = x (8)
3.4 The CO (CollaborativeOptimization) methodIn the CO method [15, 2, 6, 4, 5], all the disciplinescontribute to the improvement of the results. We usethe same notations as in the previous section present-ing the DAO method.Collaborative Optimization is a bilevel optimiza-tion approach: the system level and the disciplinarylevel.

At the system level we solve the following problem:8<: minx f(x; b1; b2)�kx� x1k2 + kx� x2k2 + ka1 � b1k2 + ka2 � b2k2� = 0g(z0; b1; b2) � 0 (9)The main goal of this system level optimizationproblem is to impose to each discipline some objec-tives to be reached in a least square sense. The ob-jective target is bi for discipline i and the disciplinarysolution xi should be close to x.The disciplinary optimization problem for disci-pline 1 is thenminx1 12 �kx1 � xk2 + kb1 � a1(x1; b2)k2� (10)where a1 is the solution of the state equation (5).The optimization problem for discipline 2 isminx2 12 �kx2 � xk2 + kb2 � a2(x2; b1)k2� (11)where a2 is the solution of the state equation (6).3.5 The CSSO (Collaborative Sub-Space Optimization) methodWe will give a quick overview of the CSSO method,one can see [68] for a more detailed presentation. Thedesign parameters are distributed between the di�er-ent disciplines. Each discipline has to optimize a fewparameters.The CSSO is similar to the domain decomposi-tion method and its application for solving stateequations, except for one aspect: in domain decom-position, an unknown can easily be associated to oneequation of the state. In multisciplinary optimiza-tion, it seems hard to associate any public parameterto one particular discipline, because it has by de�ni-tion to be shared between di�erent disciplines.We still use the same notations as in the previoussections. From now on, we will use an approximationof discipline 2 (denoted by ~A2) in the equation corre-sponding to discipline 1, and reciprocally, we use anapproximation of discipline 1 (denoted by ~A1) in theequation corresponding to discipline 2.



8 Mohamed Masmoudi Didier Auroux and Yogesh ParteLet us remind the initial problema1 = A1(x; a2) (12)a2 = A2(x; a1) (13)minx f(x; a1(x); a2(x))g(x; a1(x); a2(x)) � 0 (14)and we set x = (x1; x2) where xi is the vector of thevariables associated to discipline i. Then, we denoteby ~ai the approximation of the analysis of ai. We willfurther give more details about these approximations.It is then natural to consider the following equationsa1 = A1(x; ~a2) (15)~a2 = ~A2(x; a1) (16)minx1 f(x1; x2; a1(x); ~a2(x)) (17)g(x; a1(x); ~a2(x)) � 0(1��)x1 cur � x1 � (1 +�)x1 cur: (18)The last constraint is introduced to set the validitydomain of the approximation of a2 around the currentpoint x1 cur. The approximate response ~a2 and thecoeÆcient � are provided by discipline 2.In the same way, we can write the problem solvedby discipline 2 ~a1 = ~A1(x; a2) (19)a2 = A2(x; ~a1) (20)minx2 f(x1; x2; ~a1(x); a2(x)) (21)g(x; ~a1(x); a2(x)) � 0(1��)x2 cur � x2 � (1 +�)x2 cur (22)The process i is supposed to provide to all otherdisciplines the state variable xi cur, the approxima-tion ~ai of ai and its trust region.Many results have been published about param-eterization methods with the aim of increasing the

autonomy of each discipline and enlarging the trustregion [26, 27, 28, 29, 45, 41, 57, 62, 66, 67, 69].In most domain decomposition methods [1], thereis a natural way to associate unknowns to equations,and there are as many equations as unknowns. Thisassociation makes the resolution much easier. In col-laborative design, it is not so natural to associate asub-space to a discipline.3.6 Surrogate modelsSurrogate models provide a convenient way to reduceMDO complexity. An approximation has a local va-lidity in an appropriate trust region:� Linearization is valid in a small region and for alarge number of parameters if adjoint is consid-ered,� Response surfaces are generally valid in a largeregion for only few parameters.3.6.1 First order approximationThe most simple way to build a local approximationis to di�erentiate (5) and (6), but its trust region isrelatively small. We obtain~a1 = @xA1(xcur; a2(xcur))(x � xcur)+ @a2A1(xcur; a2(xcur))(a2(x)� a2(xcur))(23)and ~a2 = @xA2(xcur ; a1(xcur))(x � xcur)+ @a1A2(xcur ; a1(xcur))(a1(x) � a1(xcur)):(24)The adjoint method (reverse mode in automaticdi�erentiation) could be considered for large scaleproblems: xi are of large dimension [24, 23, 22, 50,55, 56, 63, 70, 71, 78].3.6.2 Approximation using parameterizationmethodsParameterization methods are usually appropriatewhen the disciplines are weakly coupled. More pre-



Collaborative design 9cisely, we generally assume that one discipline is in-dependent of the others:a1 = A1(x) (25)a2 = A2(x; a1): (26)In this example, discipline 1 does not require anyinformation from discipline 2.One can see this kind of approximations in the�eld of aeroelasticity. The output a1 usually repre-sents the structure response to mechanical excitation(a modal analysis is often necessary for determiningthe structure response). A good approximation ~a1 ofa1 consists in using the same modal basis when thedesign parameters x vary.To build surrogate (or reduced) models, we proceedin the following way. First we solve (5) and (6) forseveral vectors x. Generally, we consider Design ofExperiments (DOE) methods to select appropriatevectors xk, k = 1; � � � ; n where n is small.The second step consists in building the surrogatemodel. There are two families of methods:1. Approximation of criteria and constraints usingsurface response methods [18, 75, 60] like poly-nomial approximation, neural networks, SVM(Support Vector Machine), RBF (Radial BasisFunctions), ...2. For each vector xk , we consider the correspond-ing solution uk (the result of the full analysis).Then, for a given new vector x, we look forthe corresponding solution u as a linear com-bination of vectors uk. This problem is smal-l and has only a n-dimensional unknown vec-tor. From the numerical point of view, it isnecessary to build an orthonormal basis fromvectors uk. For this reason, this method iscalled POD (Proper Orthogonal Decomposition)[26, 27, 28, 29, 45, 41, 57, 62, 66, 67, 69].If we compare methods 1 and 2, the parameterizationprovided by POD takes into account the knowledgeof the model.With parameterization, the evaluation of the costfunction is so cheap that it is possible to consider ge-netic algorithms [46, 59], and other global optimiza-tion algorithms [34, 35, 54].

4 Game theoryGame theory has been used for multicriteria opti-mization [61]. Then, it has been enhanced by J.P�eriaux et al. [59, 46, 77] as an excellent way todeal with multidisciplinary optimization. Game the-ory seems to be more suitable for multidisciplinarydesign than most of classical methods. In particular,criteria like the maximum of the Von Mises stress, thedrag and the lift, the maximum displacement, and thefuel consumption are criteria of totally di�erent na-ture. In section 3, we simply weighted these criteria,but any weighting operation is arbitrary. The mainadvantage of game theory is to work in a multicrite-ria context, and each discipline is in charge of its owncriterion.The natural way to adapt game theory to multidis-ciplinary optimization is to consider each discipline asa player.We consider two real cost functions de�ned on A�B: fA : A�B ! R(x; y) 7! fA(x; y) (27)and fB : A�B ! R(x; y) 7! fB(x; y) (28)where A and B are two parts of Rn and Rm respec-tively. Player A minimizes the cost function fA withrespect to x, while player B minimizes the cost func-tion fB with respect to y.4.1 The Pareto equilibrium4.1.1 De�nitionThe point (x�; y�) is Pareto optimal (or a Pareto e-quilibrium point) if there does not exist any (x; y) 2A�B such that� fA(x; y) � fA(x�; y�)fB(x; y) < fB(x�; y�);or � fA(x; y) < fA(x�; y�)fB(x; y) � fB(x�; y�):This is equivalent to say that there is no way to im-prove fA without a loss of performance of fB and viceversa.



10 Mohamed Masmoudi Didier Auroux and Yogesh ParteThe set of all Pareto equilibrium points is calledthe Pareto front.When the Pareto front is a convex set, one can �ndall its points while minimizing f� = �fA + (1� �)fBfor all 0 < � < 1. For all �, there exists a Paretoequilibrium point.The teams in charge of disciplines may use the setof the Pareto front to �nd a compromise.4.1.2 ExampleLet us consider a very simple example� fA = (x� 1)2 + (x � y)2fB = (x� 3)2 + (x � y)2: (29)One can �nd the Pareto equilibrium points by con-sidering a convex combination of the two criteriaf� = �fA + (1� �)fB ; (30)and minimizing f� for all 0 < � < 1. In this case, wehavef� = �(x � 1)2 + (1� �)(y � 3)2 + (x � y)2 (31)and then@xf� = 2 [�(x� 1) + (x � y)] = 0@yf� = 2 [(1� �)(y � 3)� (x � y)] = 0: (32)We �nally obtain� (1 + �)x � y = ��x+ (2� �)y = 3(1� �): (33)4.2 The Nash equilibrium4.2.1 De�nitionThe point (x�; y�) is a Nash equilibrium point if( fA(x�; y�) = infx fA(x; y�)fB(x�; y�) = infy fB(x�; y): (34)It is straightforward to see that this equilibriumpoint must satis�y the optimality system� rxfA(x�; y�) = 0ryfB(x�; y�) = 0 (35)

4.2.2 ExampleWe consider again example (29)� fA = (x� 1)2 + (x� y)2fB = (y � 3)2 + (x� y)2; (36)and the corresponding Nash equilibrium is given by@xfA = 0@yfB = 0 () y = 2x� 1x = 2y � 3 () x = 53y = 73(37)One may remark that the solution of (37) is exactlythe same as in (33) with � = 1 in the �rst equationand � = 0 in the second one.The Nash equilibrium is an interesting way to avoidarbitrary weighting of cost functions. However, thecompromise, between disciplines, is hidden by param-eters de�nition. For example, the choice of the pa-rameters subsets corresponding to discipline 1 anddiscipline 2 is a hidden compromise.4.3 The Stackelberg equilibrium4.3.1 De�nitionWe now assume that one of the two players is theleader of the game, for example player A. The mul-tidisciplinary problem is formulated as follows:minx fA(x; yx)where yx = argminy fB(x; y): (38)This is an elimination method for unknown variables.Then, we only have to minimizej(x) := fA(x; yx): (39)If we assume that fA is an aerodynamics cost func-tion, for example the drag, and that fB is the weight,then y represents the private parameters of the struc-tural mechanics (number of spars, position, thickness,etc.). Each evaluation of fB requires the resolutionof a structural mechanics optimization problem.



Collaborative design 114.3.2 ExampleWe still consider the previous example� fA = (x� 1)2 + (x� y)2fB = (y � 3)2 + (x� y)2: (40)The Stackelberg equilibrium is exactly the Nashequilibrium: yx = (x+ 3)2 ;j(x) = (x� 1)2 +�x� 32 �2 :The minimization of j(x) givesx = 53 and yx = 73.4.4 Application of the game theory tothe multidisciplinary designWe simply have to consider equations (20) and costfunction (7) a1 = A1(x; a2) (41)a2 = A2(x; a1) (42)minx f(x; a1(x); a2(x)) (43)g(x; a1(x); a2(x)) � 0where the weighted criterion f(x; a1(x); a2(x)) is re-placed by f1(x; a1(x); a2(x)) for discipline 1 and byf2(x; a1(x); a2(x)) for discipline 2. For example, ifdiscipline 1 is structural mechanics, f1 may representthe weight of the structure. If discipline 2 is aerody-namics, then f2 may be the lift (with a constraint onthe drag).Then, we consider the decomposition introducedin the frame of the CSSO method (see section 3.5).But, here the system level cost function is replacedby disciplinary cost functions. Discipline 1 solves the

following problem a1 = A1(x; ~a2) (44)~a2 = ~A2(x; a1) (45)minx1 f1(x1; x2; a1(x); ~a2(x)) (46)g(x; a1(x); ~a2(x)) � 0(1��)x1 cur � x1 � (1 +�)x1 cur; (47)and discipline 2 solves the following problem~a1 = ~A1(x; a2) (48)a2 = A2(x; ~a1) (49)minx2 f2(x1; x2; ~a1(x); a2(x)) (50)g(x; ~a1(x); a2(x)) � 0(1��)x2 cur � x2 � (1 +�)x2 cur: (51)One can add the constraints directly in the costfunction in order to be exactly in the context of thegame theory.The Pareto front provides a fundamental answerto the multidisciplinary problems of optimization.Among all the solutions given by the Pareto front,one can choose the most relevant solution by tak-ing into account implicit criteria, such as aesthetics,manufacturability, . . .The Nash equilibrium makes it possible to avoidthe main issue of compromises.The Stackelberg equilibrium corresponds exactlyto the optimization of internal (private) variables ofthe discipline.Game theory is little used in the context of multi-disciplinary optimization. However, at various levels,it can o�er interesting answers:� The Pareto equilibrium provides a completerange of relevant solutions. Among thesesolutions, one can choose the best design thatsatis�es subjective criteria.



12 Mohamed Masmoudi Didier Auroux and Yogesh Parte� The Nash equilibrium makes it possible to avoidcompromises, even if a hidden compromise liesin the choice of the subspaces of discipline 1 anddiscipline 2.� The Stackelberg equilibrium is particularly welladapted to optimization with respect to privatevariables.5 Other approaches for collab-orative designIn section 3 we discussed MDO framework in which acomplex system is decomposed into subsystems basedon the aspect of the involved analysis (such as disci-pline speci�c analysis and expertise). These frame-works are motivated primarily by aerospace indus-try in which the design task is based on disciplinaryanalysis, for example structure, uid dynamics, con-trol etc. In these frameworks all subsystems are atequal level and in principle there is no restriction oncommunications between subsystems. However, de-sign cycles in industries like automotive sector are notdiscipline speci�c but are product object driven andmaintain multi-hierarchical structure with restrictionon communication paths amongst di�erent subsys-tems and levels [52]. The Use of MDO approach-es discussed in section 3 would require complete re-structuring of the organization and hence, this sectorfollows a multi-level design and optimization frame-work using product design tools like analytical targetcascading (ATC). We refer to [39, 52, 51] for furtherdetails on ATC and its applications. Comparativeproperties of ATC and CO and other approaches arediscussed in [8]. A new framework based on nestedATC and CO methodology for multi-level systems isdescribed in [9]Another approach for collaborative design is basedon the theory of multi-agent game and collectives[79, 38]. Unlike the hierarchical structure consideredin earlier frameworks here the subsytems are consid-ered as players with each player having strategies ormoves for optimizing its objectives while interactingwith other players who are simultaneously selecting

there moves for optimizing their objective function.However, while doing so each player also tries to min-imize the system objective function and receives in-centives for moves that minimize the system objec-tive function. Based on these incentives, each playerdecides his future moves. An equilibrium is reachedwhen no player can improve its objective function fur-ther and thus, also results in optimized system objec-tive. These techniques were �rst applied to variety ofdistributed optimization problems including networkrouting, computing resource allocation, and data col-lection by autonomous rovers [80, 81, 74] however,only recently were applied to aeronautical and otherproblems [13, 14].6 ConclusionMost contributions consider collaborative designfrom the optimization point of view. We pointed outthe crucial role of parameters de�nition as a prelimi-nary step for MDO. It is obvious that this step has acrucial impact on the �nal performances of each dis-cipline. We also think that the choice of parameterscannot be done in an automatic way.In our opinion, the collaborative design consists inproviding an environment of aided design facilitieswhere engineers and designers still have the most im-portant role.The main steps of the collaborative design processare:� Joint de�nition of the public parameters, whichare shared by all disciplines.� Creation of disciplinary reduced models allow-ing real time response for a given value of theparameters.� Exploration of the design space (set of possibledesigns) to �nd the best design.We also think that there are two main types ofcriteria or cost functions:� objective criteria,� subjective criteria.
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